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The ASC meeting was opened at 9.00 pm by Frank Richter. The attendance was circulated.
12 out of the 22 ASC members were attending, together with 13 observers (see list below).
There were no suggestions to change the agenda. The minutes of ASC meeting in Versailles
during ECM-116 have been approved.
M. W. Welch Scholarship:
F. Richter gave a short overview of the history of the scholarship since 1965:
• established in 1965,
• 1 year support for young scientist to stay in a lab abroad,
• 1st scholar awarded in 1968,
• since then > 40 award winners in > 40 years,
• 12 k$ donation from the Welch family obtained every year,
• prize money 15 k$ = 12 k$ + 3 k$ from the “Welch account” of IUVSTA,
• “Welch account” exhausted in 2012/13 → 12 k$ remaining, which is not enough,
• Suggestion of the Welch trustees: 24 k$ to be awarded every 2nd year. This idea was
supported by the ASC during its meeting in Versailles.
• However: 2013 Mrs. Bro passed away, 12 k$ payment stopped,
• On the other hand, a substantial endowment (300 k$ ?) was anticipated.
• Welch Scholarship suspended for 2013.
The status just before this meeting was as follows:
• Remaining money amounts to only 3,800 $
• No positive decision of the Welch family yet.
• Therefore the scholarship was suspended also for 2014.
David Rusic reported on a recent exchange of e-mails with the lawyers of the Welch family.
The current status is that a decision of the family cannot be expected in 2014. Nevertheless,
there is still some hope that the endowment will finally be realised.
In the following lively discussion several aspects have been considered. Most important outcomes
were:
- If a positive decision of the Welch family has not been made until early 2015, the
scholarship shall be suspended also for 2015.
- In case of a definite negative decision, IUVSTA will consider to continue the scholarship
from other financial resources. Possibilities for this will be discussed in due
course.
World Transfer Programme:
The ASC unanimously agreed to ask the STD to consider that the responsibility for the World
Transfer Programme shall be given to the Awards and Scholarship Committee.
IUVSTA-Elsevier Student Award:
According to the new Memorandum of Understanding signed Sep. 11, 2013, in 2014 two conferences
shall be supported: ICTF-16 (Dubrovnik, Croatia) and EVC-13 (Aveiro, Portugal).
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Following information from the organisers as well as according to the conference websites
everything is running well.
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Other business:
In the further discussion it became clear that it would be desirable to support within the IUVSTAElsevier Student Award programme more than five conferences in the triennium as it
is the case in 2013-16. If possible, Elsevier should be prevailed to increase the amount of
money in future. Another possibility to support conferences with respect to the participation
of young scientist is to organise IUVSTA Short Courses, Schools or similar in conjunction
with those conferences.
There was no other business in addition to this. The chair expressed his thankfulness to the
participants and closed the meeting at 9.30 pm.
Frank Richter
Chairman ASC

